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Looking for delivery of quality work on demand?  Have you noticed micro job sites popping up
around the internet?  Yes, probably a reflection of our economy is the swell of freelance
marketplaces like Sixerr.com.  This trend has become more obvious during the last ten years as
internet technology has advanced to the point that entrepreneurs and SMEs have started taking
notice of this ingenious form of outsourcing.

These micro job sites are becoming more and more popular as they are attractively home based â€“
you just need a PC (or MAC), fast internet access and youâ€™re ready to start.

Freelancers in diverse of fields like design, development, copywriting, marketing and photography
unite by creating a profile to share their portfolio and contact details.  Freelancers can then invite
clients that visit Sixerr.com freelance marketplace to browse their profile and make a purchasing
decision.  Who is the winner in this scenario?  Both buyer and seller are.

Freelance marketplaces, sometimes known as outsourcing marketplaces, are a convenient way to
match online buyers of services to sellers willing to perform that service at a very reasonable price. 
Small businesses and individuals, after registering and validating their email address, can post
projects suggesting their requirements.  Sellers can then bid on that project at a predetermined price
â€“ usually a fixed fee. 

In the case of Sixerr.com, projects run from $4 to $5 to $6 depending on the preference of the seller.
 Some projects are purchased without any type of bidding which makes for a quick, seamless
process.  In fact, Sixerr.com gives priority to active sellers and higher rating services.

Itâ€™s easy to see the allure of these freelance marketplaces as services are rendered at very
affordable rates but still by experienced professionals (in many cases degreed) folks with just the
right expertise to carry out the exact project youâ€™re searching for help with.

What services does Sixerr.com Freelance Marketplace offer?  Some of the following:

Advertising

Business

Freelance Programming

Freelance Writing

Fun & Bizarre

Gift Ideas

Graphics

Miscellaneous

Music & Audio
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SEO

Silly Stuff

Social Marketing

Technology

Tips & Advice

Video

The advantages of this business paradigm? Varied and many.  But the main factor is cost savings â€“
both in lack of overhead for the seller and in insurance, tax liability, etc. for the buyer.  But again
remember, buyers find bargains of all kinds at these outsourcing bonanzas, but just because
services are rendered at a great rate doesnâ€™t mean the service performed is subpar.  To the
contrary, these freelancers usually have taken years to hone their trade and it shows in the quality
of work youâ€™ll receive.

Yes, these portals combine both clients and freelancers into one freelance marketplace and are
protected by fraud using an Escrow system.  So, all things considered, Sixerr.com freelance
marketplace creates a mutually beneficial symbiosis between buyers and sellers.  The next time
youâ€™re in need of an online professional - check out the talented pool of designers, writers,
developers and much more at Sixerr.com.
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Evan Nasseri - About Author:
SiXerr is one of the best freelancing marketplace that allows you to sell or buy services for $4, $5 or
$6. This a Micro-Job Site helps you to make money online through different services like a
Freelance Writing, Social Bookmarking, SEO, Advertising and many more.
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